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312.HC

The 312.HC is a 3-element vertical array that delivers very high output vocal material and
wide-range music reproduction with superior intelligibility.

 

Cena:
Kategorie: Audio, Scena, Głośniki, Instalacje AV,
Nagłośnienie obiektów

GALLERY IMAGES

OPIS

312.HC PLATINUM HYBRID SERIES LOUDSPEAKERS

Thanks to its clever design, the 312.HC’s array maintains its 70-degree vertical radiation
pattern to below 300 Hz, thereby making its performance perfect for long-throw outdoor
applications as well as for reverberant indoor spaces such as arenas and houses of worship.
The 312.HC's 1,200 watts continuous power handling and its input sensitivity provides high
output capability. The 312.HC’s tough injection-molded enclosure is optimized for high UV
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exposure and long life in harsh weather environments. Everything from the 3-layer “rain
shield” stainless steel grille, the enclosure’s material, the weather covered inputs and its
multiple 316 marine-grade stainless steel suspension points are capable of handling direct
weather exposure for years while providing phenomenal performance. If your application
requires ultra high output, long throw, full-bandwidth response with incredible pattern
control, the 312.HC is a unique solution.

Mounting options sold separately

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Response: 75Hz – 16kHz
Coverage Pattern: 60 degrees conical
Passive Crossover Frequency: 400HZ and1800 Hz (Shaded Vertical Array)
Inputs: 4-position barrier
System Sensitivity (1 Watt / 1 Meter): 99dB
Power Handling: 1200 watts Continuous; 2400 watts Program; 4800 watts Peak*
* NOTE: All system power handling rating are amplifier headroom dependent
Nominal Impedance: 4-ohms
Low Frequency: ONE SYSTEMS 12I/O-1 V4 and 12I/O-2 V4 ONE SYSTEMS 12CXVII
High Frequency: Modified large format compression driver
EASE 4.0 data: www.ONESYSTEMS.com
Suspension/Mounting Points: 19 each M10
Weather Performance: IEC 529 IP 45
Dimensions (H x W x D): 1100 mm x 368 mm x 414 mm (43.3 in x 14.5 in x 16.3 in)
Net Weight: 42.2 kg (93.5 lb.)


